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Abstract— Ultrasound Doppler data are routinely used in the
clinical diagnosis of degree of stenosis in the renal artery. In this
study the effect of fat layers on maximum velocity estimations
was determined using both a Doppler string and flow phantom.
Using an ATL HDI 3000 with two broadband transducers (C4-2
and L12-5), the maximum velocity was estimated for a range of
velocities with and without the presence of a fat layer. The
results indicate that the introduction of a fat layer has a
significant effect on the overestimation of the maximum velocity
when the string phantom is used. However, in the case of the flow
phantom which is more physiologically representative of in vivo
conditions, underestimation of the maximum velocity was
observed; this may cause patients to be diagnosed as having a
smaller stenosis than is actually present.
Keywords- Doppler ultrasound; maximum velocity estimation;
fat layer; speed of sound; refraction

I.

INTRODUCTION

Maximum velocity estimations obtained using Doppler
ultrasound are important in the estimation of the degree of
stenosis in the renal artery. The decision to recommend
patients for revascularisation is largely based on the degree of
stenosis determined using Doppler ultrasound. Sources of
error in velocity measurements can lead to over or
underestimation in the degree of stenosis thus causing a
mismanagement of patients for revascularisation [1]. A
common limiting feature in renal imaging is the presence of
abdominal subcutaneous fat layers; fat layers cause tissue path
inhomogeneity, resulting in a difference in the speed of sound
in tissues thereby causing refraction of the beam. The aim of
this study was to evaluate the effect of fat layers on maximum
velocity estimations using both a string and flow phantom.

the other. The resultant angle of propagation is given by
Snell’s law:

sin ϑi c1
=
=n
sin ϑr c 2

(1)

where ϑi is the angle between the original beam and the
normal to the vessel, ϑ r the angle between the refracted beam
and the normal to the vessel, c1 speed of sound of the first
medium, c2 speed of sound of the second medium, and n is the
acoustic refractive index. As a result of different speed of
sound values and consequent refraction on Doppler
estimations, distances and angles in the displayed B-mode
images will be distorted, which will cause an error in the
measured Doppler angle and consequently in the estimated
maximum velocity [3]. In this study the effect of the presence
of a fat layer on maximum velocity estimations for a range of
steady state velocities was investigated.
II.

METHODS

An ATL HDI 3000 (ATL/Philips, Amsterdam, The
Netherlands) was used to investigate the effect of an overlying
fat layer (olive oil) on maximum velocity estimations using
both a Doppler string and flow phantom. Two broadband
transducers were used in this study, C4-2 (at a nominal
frequency of 2.5 MHz) and L12-5 (at a nominal frequency of
6.8 MHz).

c1
An ultrasound scanner uses an assumed speed of sound
value of 1540 ms-1 and potential artefacts due to overlying
tissue having varying speeds of sound are ignored. The speed
of sound for subcutaneous fat is reported to be between
1430 ms-1 and 1500 ms-1 [2]. Refraction occurs when the
ultrasound beam strikes at an angle to the interface between
two tissues with different speed of sound values. The bending
of the beam (presented in fig. 1) occurs because part of the
wave front in one medium travels more slowly than the part in

c2

Figure 1. The geometry of refraction at a boundary between media with
varying speeds of sound.
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the following waveforms was also investigated for a sine wave
(15 cms-1), square wave (15 cms-1) and physiological
waveform with peak systolic velocity (PSV) of 36 cms-1.
From these measurements the estimated maximum velocity
error for each velocity was calculated using (2) [9].

verror (%) =
Figure 2. Experimental set up shown here for the string phantom (1)
transducer set at an angle, (2) transducer set at 90o.

An in-house designed string phantom based on the BBS
string phantom was used, with an O-ring filament (diameter of
1 mm) [4]. The flow phantom consisted of an agar-based
TMM (attenuation coefficient 0.7 dBcm-1MHz-1 and speed of
sound 1540 ms-1 at 22oC) with a vessel through which BMF
was pumped [5]. The vessel used was C-Flex tubing (inner
diameter 4.8 mm) with attenuation coefficient and speed of
sound of 5.6 dBcm-1MHz-1 and 1553 ms-1, respectively at 22oC
[6]. The BMF used had the following attenuation coefficient
0.05 dBcm-1MHz-1 and a speed of sound 1548 ms-1 for further
details refer to Ramnarine et al 1998 [7].
Olive oil was chosen as the fat-mimicking material as it
has acoustic properties similar to that of human subcutaneous
fat [8]. In this study two experimental set-ups were used with
both a string and flow phantom. In set-up 1, the transducer
was placed at a known angle to the interface and the
string/vessel remained perpendicular. Here, the effect of
refraction was investigated. In set-up 2, the transducer
remained perpendicular to the interface while the string/vessel
was orientated at an angle. Using this set-up, defocusing
effects of the US beam caused by the presence of the oil layer
were investigated. Experimental set-ups 1 and 2 are shown in
fig. 2. In both cases the same angle between the US beam and
the vessel was maintained (60o).
Maximum velocity estimations were recorded using pulsed
wave (PW) Doppler before and after a 20 mm oil layer was
introduced. When the oil was introduced, the same volume of
water (616 cm3) was extracted as the volume of oil introduced,
to ensure the depth between the transducer and filament/vessel
remained constant. The transducer was positioned directly
over the string/vessel so it appeared in the centre of the screen
image. The range gate was set to 2.5 mm for string
measurements and 5 mm for flow measurements at a depth of
94 mm. The Doppler angle correction was set to 60o. The
acoustic power was set to the maximum setting (MI 1.3, TIS
1.0 for C4-2 and MI 1.7, TIS 0.7 for L12-5). Doppler gain
was adjusted in order to obtain a strong waveform free from
saturation and noise. A cine-loop of the Doppler waveform
was obtained and the maximum velocity was estimated
manually by positioning the cursor at the maximum position in
the spectra at five different positions. This was repeated for a
range of steady state maximum velocities; 15, 30, 40, 50, 60
and 100 cms-1. The effect of fat layer on shape and profile of

vest − v set
× 100
v set

(2)

where verror is the maximum velocity error, vest the estimated
maximum velocity and vset the set maximum velocity. A
positive verror is an overestimation error and a negative value is
an underestimation error.
III.

RESULTS

A.

Distortion of B-mode image and Doppler angle
With the introduction of the fat layer, a misplacement
artefact was observed in the B-mode image. For the string
phantom, the filament appeared 3 mm deeper than its true
position when the oil layer was introduced (fig. 3). This
caused a misregistration error of the PW sample volume.
Similar trends were found for the flow phantom
(misregistration of 1 mm). Using Snell’s law the expected
deviations for each transducer angle were calculated. The
results are shown in table 1.
B. Maximum velocity estimations
The effect of the fat layer on the accuracy of maximum
velocity estimations was determined using both a string and
flow phantom. Similar trends were observed for both
transducers used (C4-2 and L12-5). The results for the C4-2
transducers for both phantoms are presented in fig. 4.

Figure 3. Distortion of the B-mode image (a) without fat layer present, (b)
with fat layer.
TABLE 1. Theoretical and experimental deviations for the two experimental
set-ups

2458

Phantom
String
Flow

Set up

1
2
1
2

Theoretical
Deviation

0o7’
0
0o7’
0

Actual (± 2o)
C4-2

0
2o
0
0

L12-5

4o
2o
2o
4o
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(a)

(c)

(b)

(d)

Figure 4. Maximum velocity errors for the (a) string phantom with and without the fat layer present for experimental set up 1, (b) string phantom with and
without the fat layer present for experimental set up 2, (c) flow phantom with and without the fat layer present for experimental set up 1, (d) flow phantom with
and without the fat layer present for experimental set up 2.

phantom. The string phantom was used to evaluate the
actual effects on the US beam as it passed through the oil
layer. The flow phantom was chosen, as it was a more
physiological representation of the in vivo situation. There
are a number of possible reasons for the over or
underestimation of the maximum velocity. A complete
description of these main factors contributing to these errors
are summarised by Christopher et al. (1995) [3].

C. Physiological waveforms
The effect of the oil layer on the shape and profile of
physiological waveforms was evaluated by comparing the
waveforms with and without the oil present using the
software package MRIcroN. No significant changes were
observed.
IV.

DISSCUSSION

It was observed that the presence of an oil layer resulted
in a 3 mm misregistration of the string. The sample volume
(SV) appeared 3 mm nearer to the face of the transducer.
This error was not found to be as significant in the case of
the flow phantom (misregistration of 1mm and a larger
SV=5 mm was used). As the US beam passes through the
oil layer into the water/alcohol solution of the string
phantom a number of factors need to be considered. Firstly,
how is the US beam striking the interface, whether it is at an
angle or incident with the normal. If it strikes at an angle
refraction will occur and the Doppler angle will be deviated.
If the US beam is perpendicular no refraction will occur.
The observed deviation was within the experimental
limitations. Secondly, the difference in speed of sound
causes artefacts such as inaccurate distance representations.
Steel and Fish (2003) stated that this shift of the sample
volume towards the transducer will be unimportant as the
sample volume will not be displaced toward the transducer
relative to the anatomical structures of interest, such as
blood vessels [10].

Due to the angled transducer in set-up 1, with the
presence of the fat layer, the ultrasound beam was non
uniform, the single speed of sound assumed by the
ultrasound scanner was incorrect, and the Doppler angle
measured was misaligned. This caused an overestimation in
the Doppler maximum velocity. This overestimation can be
observed in fig. 4 (a) using set-up 1, for the string phantom,
where it was found that the presence of the oil layer caused
refraction resulting in a significantly higher (p < 0.05)
maximum velocity being estimated (overestimation). For
set-up 2, the presence of the oil layer caused an
overestimation in the maximum velocity. However, it was
not found to be statistically significant for all velocity
settings (fig. 4 (b)). This overestimation of the maximum
velocity may be due to the defocusing of the US beam
caused by the fat layer with a lower speed of sound
(1460 ms-1) than the US scanner’s calibrated speed of
sound.
The string phantom does not relate well to the in vivo
situation as it consists of a water/alcohol solution which is
effectively a non-attenuating medium. The human body
consists of skin, fat, muscle and connective tissue. A flow

The effect of a fat layer on maximum velocity
estimations was investigated using both a string and flow
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phantom is a more suitable physiological representation of
what happens to the US beam in vivo. The results for the
flow phantom are presented in fig. 4 (c) and (d). For set-up
1, the effect of frequency dependant attenuation on the US
beam results in an underestimation of the maximum velocity
due to the downshift of the centre frequency. For set-up 2,
higher maximum velocity estimations were obtained for the
flow phantom without the fat layer. A decrease in the
maximum velocity overestimation was found with
increasing set velocities.

drug treatment rather then surgical intervention thereby
increasing the risk of hypertension and kidney failure.
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The effect of the oil layer on the shape and profile of
physiological waveforms was evaluated by comparing the
waveforms with and without the oil present using the
software package MRIcroN. No significant changes were
visually observed. The shape of the waveforms was
expected to shift as a result of the difference in the speed of
sound due to either under or overestimation of the maximum
velocity. Further analysis is being carried out using shape
detection algorithms.
One drawback of this study was that the beam was
focused but unsteered in all cases. This is not the most
likely clinical situation. Usually the transducer is placed flat
on the patient’s skin and the beam is electronically steered
to provide a reasonable Doppler angle. The steering is
dependent on an assumed speed of sound in the tissue and
blood, which is programmed in the beam former. Steinman
et al. (2005) stated from a clinical perspective (beam flow
angles of 60o or less), the errors associated with beam
steering, although they exist are probably not very
significant [11].
Presented here is a study of how fat layers affect the
measured Doppler data (maximum velocity). A fat layer
has a lower speed of sound, then 1540 ms-1, the assumed
speed of sound for all ultrasound scanners. It was expected
that the fat layer would cause a significant overestimation of
the estimated maximum velocities. This was shown for the
string phantom, but was not observed for the flow phantom.
The maximum velocity was underestimated; this latter
experimental set-up is similar to what occurs in vivo.
V.

CONCLUSION

The effect of a fat layer on Doppler velocity estimations
was investigated using both a string and flow phantom. It
was found that the fat layer caused significant
overestimation in the non-attenuating medium (string
phantom); this would cause a patient to be recorded as
having a larger stenosis than is actually present. However,
for the flow phantom, which is more physiologically
representative of the in vivo situation, significant
underestimation occurred, this would cause a patient to be
recorded as having a smaller stenosis than is actually
present. The latter situation could have more serious
implications for patient management as patients may receive
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